Rationale for combination therapy in myelofibrosis.
Agents targeting the JAK-STAT pathway have dominated the investigational therapeutic portfolio over the last five years resulting in the first and only approved agent for the treatment of patients with myelofibrosis (MF). However, chromatin modifying agents, anti-fibrosing agents, and other signaling pathway inhibitors have also demonstrated activity and offer the potential to improve upon the clinical success of JAK2 inhibition. Due to the complex pathobiological mechanisms underlying MF, it is likely that a combination of biologically active therapies will be required to target the MF hematopoietic stem cell in order to achieve significant disease course modification. Ruxolitinib in partnership with panobinostat, decitabine, and LDE225 are being evaluated in current combination therapy trials based on pre-clinical studies that provide strong scientific rationale. The rationale of combination of danazol or lenalidomide with ruxolitinib is mainly based on mitigation of anti-JAK2-mediated myelosuppression. Combination trials of ruxolitinib and novel anti-fibrosing agents such as PRM-151 represent an attempt to address therapeutic limitations of JAK2 inhibitors such as reversal of bone marrow fibrosis. Ruxolitinib is also being incorporated in novel treatment strategies in the setting of hematopoietic stem cell transplantation for MF. As the pathogenetic mechanisms are better understood, potential drug combinations in MF will increase dramatically and demonstration of biologic activity in effective preclinical models will be required to efficiently evaluate the most active combinations with least toxicity in future trials. This manuscript will address the proposed goals of combination therapy approach and review the state of the art in combination experimental therapy for MF.